Connections of Auditory and Visual Cortex in the Prairie Vole (Microtus ochrogaster): Evidence for Multisensory Processing in Primary Sensory Areas

In prairie voles, primary sensory areas are dominated by neurons that respond to one sensory modality, but some neurons also respond to stimulation of other modalities. To reveal the anatomical substrate for these multimodal responses, we examined the connections of the primary auditory area + the anterior auditory field (A1 + AAF), the temporal anterior area (TA), and the primary visual area (V1). A1 + AAF had intrinsic connections and connections with TA, multimodal cortex (MM), V1, and primary somatosensory area (S1). TA had intrinsic connections and connections with A1 + AAF, MM, and V2. Callosal connections were observed in homotopic locations in auditory cortex for both fields. A1 + AAF and TA receive thalamic input primarily from divisions of the medial geniculate nucleus but also from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGd), the lateral posterior nucleus, and the ventral posterior nucleus (VP). V1 had dense intrinsic connections and connections with V2, MM, auditory cortex, pyriform cortex (Pyr), and, in some cases, somatosensory cortex. V1 had interhemispheric connections with V1, V2, MM, S1, and Pyr and received thalamic input from LGd and VP. Our results indicate that multisensory integration occurs in primary sensory areas of the prairie vole cortex, and this may be related to behavioral specializations associated with its niche.
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Introduction

The use of the comparative approach allows us to understand the relationship between brains and behaviors that studies of a single mammal alone cannot reveal and to appreciate fundamental patterns of cortical organization common to all groups as well as the derivations that have evolved only in some groups. For instance, we can compare the organization of somatosensory cortex in different mammals and relate cortical magnification of representations of body parts such as the nose of star nose moles (Catania and Kaas 1995; Catania 2005), the bill of the platypus (Krubitizer, Manger, et al. 1995), and the hands of primates (Penfield and Rasmussen 1968; Pubols BH and Pubols LM 1971; Nelson et al. 1980; Padberg et al. 2007) to distinct morphological specializations. These cortical and morphological specializations are associated with unique behaviors such as feeding (Catania and Remple 2004), navigating and prey capture (Pettigrew et al. 1998), and dexterity (Wing et al. 1996; Wiesendanger 1999; Mountcastle 2005). For the auditory cortex (AC; for abbreviations, see Table 1), unique features of organization have been described in echolocating bats and humans. Echolocating bats have very distinct auditory areas that process highly specialized stimulus patterns, such as FM-FM (frequency modulation) sweeps (Suga et al. 1987), whereas human auditory cortex is specialized for processing auditory stimuli associated with language (Naatanen et al. 1997; Neville et al. 1998). Although the details of a particular specialization are unique to an individual species, the manner in which the brain is altered in evolution (e.g., more areas, larger areas, alterations in connectivity) appears to be conserved across mammals. Although comparative studies have demonstrated the strong relationship between cortical organization and peripheral specializations, there are fewer studies that examine the relationship between cortical organization and the constellation of behaviors that define a particular niche (Catania and Remple 2004).

Prairie voles provide an ideal system to examine the relationship between a unique niche and specializations in cortical organization. Unlike most rodents and most mammals, they are socially monogamous and live in small social groups in which pair-bonded animals mate for life and practice alloparenting (Carter and Getz 1993), and much of their social interactions rely on vocalizations.

Rodent vocalizations have been examined in a number of contexts from pup isolation to adult mating with functional hypotheses for vocalizations from acoustic by-product to a communicatory signal has been postulated (Blumberg and Sokoloff 2001; Ehret 2005; Portfors 2007). Despite the fact that the exact function of rodent vocalizations is still debated, neuronal responses to species-specific calls in the inferior colliculus (IC), medial geniculate body, and auditory cortex of the guinea pig have been demonstrated (Suta et al. 2008), and specific frequencies of rat vocalizations have been linked with specific types of stimuli. For example, the 22 kHz vocalization of rats has been linked in adults and pups with aversive stimuli and the 50 kHz vocalization with positive stimuli (for review, see Portfors 2007). Therefore, vocalizations likely play a larger role in rodent social behavior than previously accepted. Although few studies have examined vocalizations in prairie voles, studies have demonstrated that compared with a number of other rodents prairie voles depend a great deal on audition for mating and parent/offspring interactions (Lepri et al. 1988; Shapiro and Insel 1990; Rabon et al. 2001).

In a previous study, we found that this reliance on audition for important social behaviors was reflected in the amount of cortex devoted to auditory processing (Fig. 1). Compared with many other rodents and similarly sized mammals, auditory cortex in the prairie vole occupies a larger percentage of the cortical sheet (Campi et al. 2007). In addition to cortical areas primary auditory area and anterior auditory field (A1 + AAF) and temporal anterior area (TA), neurons responsive to auditory stimulation are located in abundance in multimodal cortex (MM) surrounding A1 + AAF and TA and can even be found within the primary somatosensory area (S1) and...
Table 1
Abbreviations Table

Cortical fields
1. somatosensory area in anterior parietal cortex
2. somatosensory area in anterior parietal cortex
3a. somatosensory area in anterior parietal cortex
3b. primary somatosensory area
A1, primary auditory area
AAF, anterior auditory area
AC, auditory cortex
M, mean
M1, primary motor area
MM, multimodal cortex
OB, olfactory bulb
OC1, occipital area 1
OC2, occipital area 2
OTc, occipital temporal area, caudal division
OTr, occipital temporal area, rostral division
PM, parietal medial area
PV, parietal ventral area
Pyr, pyriform cortex
R, rostral auditory field
S1, primary somatosensory area
S2, second somatosensory area
TA, temporal anterior area
Te1, temporal area 1 (Brodmann’s area 41)
Te2, temporal area 2
Te3, temporal area 3
TP, Temporal posterior architectonic area
V1, primary visual area (Brodmann’s area 17)
V2, second visual area (Brodmann’s area 18)
VAF, ventral auditory area
Thalamic nuclei
AD, anterodorsal nucleus
AM, anteromedial nucleus
AFT, anterior pretectal nucleus
AV, anteroventral nucleus
cp, cerebral peduncle
eM, external medullary lamina
Hb, habenular nucleus
ic, internal capsule
IGL, intergeniculate leaflet
LD, lateral dorsal nucleus
LGD, lateral geniculate nucleus, dorsal division
LGv, lateral geniculate nucleus, ventral division
LF, lateral frontal nucleus
MGc, medial geniculate complex
MGd, medial geniculate nucleus, dorsal division
MGm, medial geniculate nucleus, magnocellular division
MGv, medial geniculate nucleus, ventral division
opt, optic tract
PAG, periaqueductal gray
pc, posterior commissure
Pl, posterior limitans thalamic nucleus
PO, posterior nucleus
PP, peripeduncular nucleus
Rt, reticular nucleus
SC, superior colliculus
SG, suprageniculate
SNR, substantia nigra
VL, ventral lateral nucleus
VP, ventral posterior nucleus
VR, ventral posterior nucleus, lateral division
VPM, ventral posterior nucleus, medial division
ZI, zona incerta

Figure 1. (A) Composite reconstruction of flattened vole cortex illustrating the distribution of neuronal responses from electrophysiological recording sites and their relationship to architectonically defined cortical areas. Neurons in S1 responded primarily to somatosensory stimulation, neurons in V1 responded mostly to visual stimulation, and neurons in auditory cortex responded mostly to auditory stimulation. However, multisensory responses can clearly be distinguished within these primary areas. When neurons in primary areas and MM responded to more than one modality of stimulation, 93% of the responses were to auditory stimulation plus either visual or somatosensory stimulation. Purple dots represent sites in which neurons responded to somatosensory stimuli. Yellow dots represent sites in which neurons responded to visual stimuli. Green dots represent sites in which neurons responded to auditory stimuli. Black dots represent sites in which neurons responded to more than one modality of stimulation. Thin lines in S1 denote body part representation boundaries. (B) Light field, digital image of cortex that has been flattened, sectioned parallel to the cortical surface, and stained for myelin from a different case than that illustrated in [A]. Although the entire series of sections were used to draw borders, architectonically distinct areas can be visualized even in this single section. Medial is to the top, and caudal is to the right. Fp, forepaw; tr, trunk; vb, vibrissae. Other abbreviations are found in Table 1.

Materials and Methods
A total of 10 cortical injections were placed in 10 adult prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster), and of these, 5 injections were placed in A1 + AAF in 5 animals, 2 injections were placed in TA in 2 animals, and 3 injections were placed in V1 in 3 animals. All procedures were approved by the Internal Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to National Institutes of Health guidelines.

cortical and thalamocortical connections in prairie voles and if the connection patterns of auditory and visual areas were different than those of nonmonogamous rodents that relied less on the auditory system for important social interactions.

The goal of the present study was to determine the source of inputs to A1 + AAF, TA, and V1. Cortical injections of anatomical tracers were placed in these cortical fields and labeled cells, and axon terminals in the neocortex and thalamus were related to architectonic boundaries (Fig. 1B). We compare these data with findings from other rodents that have different social systems and niches to better understand the types of cortical organization changes that may accompany these differences.

the primary visual area (V1) (Campi et al. 2007). Specifically, in V1, about a quarter of all recording sites had neurons responsive to multimodal stimulation, with all these sites containing neurons responsive to auditory stimulation and stimulation of some other modality such as vision (86%). We proposed that this increased multisensory processing observed in primary cortical fields as well as the predominance of auditory responses (93%) for multimodal neurons in S1, V1, and MM is associated with the importance of the auditory system in social interactions. These findings prompted us to ask how these behavioral and physiological specializations would be reflected in the cortico-
Neuroanatomical Tracer Injections
The neuroanatomical tracer injections were performed under standard sterile conditions. At the beginning of these experiments, the animals were anesthetized with intramuscular injections of ketamine hydrochloride (67 mg/kg) and xylazine (13 mg/kg). Supplemental doses were given as needed to maintain a surgical plane of anesthesia. Once anesthetized, the skin was cut, and a craniotomy was made over a small area of the cortex. A 10% solution of 10 000 mw each of biotinylated dextran amine (BDA), fluororuby (FR), or fluoroemerald (FE; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was injected with either a calibrated Hamilton syringe (Hamilton Co., Reno, NV) or a glass pipette attached to a picospritzer (General Valve Corp., Fairfield, NJ). Approximately 0.4 μL of the tracer was injected at depth of 400-600 μm in cortex. This quantity produced small injection diameters averaging 450 μm in diameter as measured in flattened cortical sections with tracer deposit in all 6 layers (Fig. 2A-E-H). Only cases that were restricted to the cortical layers and did not invade underlying structures were used (Fig. 2F-H).

Histological Processing
Tracers were allowed to transport for 6 days with the exception of case 07-136 in which 14 days of transport were allowed, after which time the animals were euthanized with a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital (250 mg/kg). The animals were perfused transcardially with 0.9% saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4), and 4% paraformaldehyde in 10% sucrose in PB. After fixation, the brain was extracted from the skull; the hemispheres were separated from the thalamus, weighed, and then flattened between 2 glass slides. The cortex and thalamus were immersed in 30% sucrose overnight. The cortex was sectioned tangential to the cortical surface at a 20 μm thickness on a freezing microtome. This preparation allows the overall organization and positions of fields relative to each other to be determined. The thalamus and brainstem were sectioned coronally at a 40 μm thickness on a freezing microtome. In all cases, alternate series of cortical sections were reacted for myelin (Fig. 1B, Gallyas 1979; Fang et al. 2005; Padberg et al. 2005; Campi et al. 2007), processed for both cytochrome oxidase (CO; Carroll and Wong-Riley 1984) and BDA (Fig. 2A-D), using standard avidin-biotin development (Vectastain Elite; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA), or mounted for fluorescence microscopy. Alternate series of sections in the thalamus were processed for Nissl, processed for combined CO + BDA, or mounted for fluorescence microscopy to relate cytoarchitectonic borders to labeled cell bodies and axon terminals. The CO + BDA reaction was a 2-step process in which the sections were first processed for CO using cytochrome C and diaminobenzidine (DAB). Second, BDA labeling was visualized with an avidin-biotin complex procedure followed by a metal-enhanced DAB reaction (Veenman et al. 1992).

Data Analysis and Reconstruction
Labeled cells, axon terminals, and injections sites were marked using a camera lucida for sections stained for CO/BDA and an X/Y stage encoding system for alternate sections mounted for fluorescence microscopy (MD Plot 5.2, AccuStage, Shoreview, MN). Every section in each of these series was reconstructed. Individual reconstructions of labeled cells were combined into a composite. Architectonic boundaries of adjacent sections were traced using a camera lucida (Stemi SV6; Carl Zeiss, Germany). The entire series of sections were used to reconstruct architectonic boundaries. The composites for the cells/terminals and architectonic boundaries were combined into a final summary display (e.g., Fig. 4A).

Thalamic sections were reconstructed as above; however, labeled cells were directly related to architectonic boundaries for each section. Specifically, individual drawings of each thalamic section were made delineating labeled cells and axon terminals and architectonic borders. These sections were then assembled into a series as seen in Figures (Figs 8-10 and 12 and 13).

The total number of labeled cells was counted for the cortex and then for the thalamus, and the percentage of labeled cells present in each cortical area or thalamic nucleus was calculated (i.e., labeled cells per cortical area/total cortical labeled cells × 100).

Glass-mounted sections were scanned at 20× (0.46 μm/pixel) in an Aperio ScanScope T2 scanner (Aperio Technologies, Vista, CA) for use in figures. Minimal alterations using Adobe Photoshop were made in the brightness and contrast for all photomicrographs.

Results
The goal of the current study was to determine the connections of auditory and visual cortex to uncover the anatomical substrate for multisensory processing that we previously observed in our functional mapping studies of primary sensory areas of the prairie vole (Campi et al. 2007).

Determination of Cortical Field Boundaries
Results from our previous study in the prairie vole are critical for identifying cortical field boundaries, localizing our injection sites in the neocortex, and interpreting the present results. Electrophysiologically determined boundaries and their relation to myeloarchitectonic boundaries are briefly described here for the prairie vole (Figs 1 and 3A), and these are related to myeloarchitectonically determined boundaries in other commonly used rodents including mice (Fig. 3B), rats (Fig. 3C), and squirrels (Fig. 3D). Electrophysiological recording techniques allowed us to determine the organization of visual, somatosensory, and auditory cortex in prairie voles (Fig. 1A) and relate distinct cortical fields to myeloarchitectonic boundaries. The topographic organization of S1 was determined and related to a densely myelinated field (Fig. 1B) that is similar in appearance and location to that described for S1 in other rodents such as squirrels (Sur et al. 1978; Krubitzer et al. 1986; Wong and Kaas 2008), rats (Welker 1971; Chapin and Lin 1984; Remple et al. 2003), and mice (Woolsey 1967; Nussbaumer and Van der Loos 1985; Hunt et al. 2006) and other mammals (e.g., Felleman et al. 1983; Jain et al. 1998; Catania et al. 2000; for review, see Kaas 1983; Karlen and Krubitzer 2007; Krubitzer and Campi 2009). A smaller, moderately myelinated field was identified caudolateral to S1, and neurons in this field had large receptive fields on the body. This field corresponds to the S2/PV (second somatosensory area and the parietal ventral area) region described in other rodents (Krubitzer et al. 1986; Hunt et al. 2006; Benison et al. 2007) and other mammals (e. g. Krubitzer and Callford 1992; Krubitzer et al. 1995; Beck et al. 1996).

In voles, neurons at the occipital pole responded predominantly to visual stimulation (Fig. 1A), and this region of cortex was coextensive with a darkly myelinated area which corresponds to area 17 or V1 in other rodents (Hall et al. 1971; Caviness 1975; Wagor et al. 1980; Coogan and Burkharter 1993) and other mammals (e. g. Hubel and Wiesel 1968; Allman and Kaas 1971; Payne 1993; Kahn et al. 2000; for review, see Lyon 2007). A second, lightly myelinated field in which neurons respond to visual stimulation was also identified in voles and corresponds to area 18 or the second visual area, V2 as described in other rodents (Hall et al. 1971; Tiao and Blakemore 1976; Wagor et al. 1980; Malach 1989) and other mammals (e. g. Allman and Kaas 1974; Tusa et al. 1979; Rosa et al. 1999).

In the temporal region of cortex in prairie voles, a large myelinated region was observed in which neurons responded primarily to auditory stimulation. This region was broken into a darkly myelinated region located medially and a moderately myelinated region located laterally (Fig. 3A). The medial region...
is similar in location and appearance to area 41 or temporal cortex area (Te1) as described architectonically in rats and mice, and these fields correspond to 2 functionally defined auditory fields, A1 and AAF in mice (Caviness 1975; Stiebler et al. 1997), Mongolian gerbils (Thomas et al. 1993; Budinger et al. 2006), and rats (e.g. Rutkowski et al. 2003; Kalatsky et al. 2005; Polley et al. 2007; Fig. 3). In squirrels, this region corresponds to A1 and to a rostral field termed R (Fig. 3D; Merzenich et al. 1976; Luethke et al. 1988), the latter of which may be homologous to AAF in other rodents. The moderately
myelinated lateral region corresponds TA (Fig. 3D), as described in squirrels (Merzenich et al. 1976; Luethke et al. 1988), and neurons in TA in squirrels respond to auditory stimulation. In mice (Stiebler et al. 1997) and rats (e.g., Polley et al. 2007; see Discussion), this region has been shown to contain several functionally defined auditory areas, and its location and architectonic appearance are similar to TA in squirrels, voles, and rats (Fig. 3). In the present study, we used a combined nomenclature for cortical areas from several rodents (i.e., mice, rats, gerbils, and squirrels) which was derived from both electrophysiological recording studies and architectonic analysis. The myeloarchitectonic appearance of the major subdivisions of the neocortex (S1, S2/PV, V1, V2, A1 + AAF, TA) in all these species is remarkably similar and provides an accurate framework for comparisons across rodents and across mammals in general.

Cortical Connections of A1 + AAF and TA

In 5 cases (Fig. 4; 2 cases not shown), injections were placed in the auditory core region (A1 + AAF), and in 2 cases, 07-111 and 07-136 (Fig. 5) injections were placed in TA. Injection sites ranged in size from 300 to 800 μm in diameter as measured in flattened cortical sections.

A1 + AAF Connections

In all cases in which tracer was injected into A1 + AAF, a large percentage of labeled cells (mean [M] = 49%, see Fig. 6A) were intrinsic to A1 + AAF (Fig. 4A,C,E), and in most cases, these labeled cells surrounded the injection site and filled much of the field. Connections of A1 + AAF with TA were present in all cases with a mean of 14% of labeled cells observed in this field. Most of the labeled cells in all cases clustered toward the medial portion

---

Figure 3. Photomicrographs of myelin stained sections of flattened cortex with architectonic boundaries denoted with thin broken lines. (A) Prairie vole. (B) Mouse. (C) Rat. (D) Squirrel. Complete areal boundaries cannot be seen in a single section, and it should be noted that the entire series are used for drawing composite reconstruction boundaries. However, in some of these images, a number of cortical fields are readily identified even in a single section including S1, the auditory core region including A1 + AAF and TA and V1. Conventions as in previous figure. For list of abbreviations, see Table 1.
of TA, at the border with A1 + AAF. Labeled cell bodies and terminations were generally overlapping. Connections of A1 + AAF with MM were also observed in all but one case, and the percentages of labeled cells varied between 16% and 36% with a mean of 20% (Fig. 6A). In some cases, a cluster of labeled cells was located ventral to TA (Fig. 4A,C); in no case did this cluster extend past the rhinal fissure into pyriform cortex (Pyr). There was also a cluster of moderate label just medial to A1 + AAF and lateral to V2, in MM. Finally, there was sparse labeling in cortex between S1 and AC.

A1 + AAF were also connected with V1 and/or V2 in 3 cases (Fig. 4A,G; case 07-55 not shown). Labeled cells and axon terminals in V1 and V2 were distributed across the middle portion of the fields and comprised a small percentage of all labeled cells in the cortex (M in V1 = 7% and M in V2 = 7%). Cases 07-36 and 07-121 (Fig. 4A,C), in which the injection was located nearly in the center of the A1 + AAF, had the highest percentage of label in V1, 22% and 10%, respectively. Case 07-55 (not shown), which was on the very lateral edge of A1 + AAF, had only a few labeled cells in V1 (3%).

Connections of A1 + AAF with somatosensory cortex (S1 and/or S2) were observed in 2 cases (07-121 and 08-108; Fig. 4C,E). In these cases, 2 patches of terminal labeling and labeled cells were located at the caudal edge of S1 (vibrissae representation). In case 07-121, a small percentage of labeled cells (<3%) were located in the caudolateral edge of S2 (snout/face representation). Because of the small number of cells labeled in this region, the percentage of label in S1 and S2 was combined for analysis.

**Cortical Connections of TA**

Injection sites in TA were located in the caudomedial (07-111; Fig. 5A) and rostrolateral (07-136; Fig. 5C) portions of this field. A large proportion of labeled cells resulting from these injections were observed in other portions of TA (M = 54%; Fig. 6A). A moderate percentage of labeled cells were observed in A1 + AAF (M = 18%), and these labeled cells were scattered throughout

---

**Figure 4.** Patterns of ipsilateral and contralateral cortical connections resulting from injections in A1 + AAF. Ipsilateral connections are shown in (A, C, and E), and contralateral connections are shown in (B, D, and F). Black filled circles represent labeled cells, and light gray patches represent anterograde terminal fields resulting from the injections in A1 + AAF. The injection site is denoted by a gray patch with a black outline. Thin lines denote architectonic boundaries, and dashed lines denote approximate boundaries. Note that labeled cells are observed in other auditory areas, MM, and in V1 and V2. In cases 07-36 and 07-121, BDA was injected into A1 + AAF, and in case 08-108, FR was injected into A1 + AAF. Conventions as in previous figure. For list of abbreviations, see Table 1.
the field. As with A1 + AAF, MM cortex immediately lateral to TA and medial to A1 + AAF contained a moderate proportion of labeled cells (M = 28%). Finally, connections of TA with V2 were sparse (M = 5%), and connections with V1 were extremely sparse (M = 0.12%) and restricted to the caudolateral boundary of V1 in one case (07-136).

**Callosal Connections of A1 + AAF and TA**

Callosal connections of both A1 + AAF and TA were observed in all but one case and were mostly in homotopic locations of these fields in the contralateral hemisphere (Figs 4B,D,F and 5B,D). Connections were moderate to sparse in all cases. In all cases in which transported tracer was observed in the opposite hemisphere following injections in A1 + AAF, all or almost all but one of the labeled cells were in a homotopic location in A1 + AAF in the contralateral hemisphere (Fig. 4B,D,F), except for 1 case where label was observed in TA along the medial boundary and in cortex caudolateral to S2 (Fig. 4F). In the 2 cases in which tracer was injected into TA, all the labeled cells were in the homotopic location in TA of the contralateral hemisphere (Fig. 5B,D). Terminal labeling in TA and A1 + AAF in the opposite hemisphere was only observed in one case, 07-136 (Fig. 5D). This was a BDA injection with a transport time of 14 days, and this likely intensified the terminal labeling contralaterally.

**Cortical Connections of V1**

**Ipsilateral Connections of V1**

In 3 cases, 07-56 (Fig. 7A,B), 07-76 (Fig. 7C,D), and 07-121 (Fig. 7E,F) injections were placed in V1. Injection sites ranged in size from 200 to 900 μm in diameter. Two of the injection sites (cases 07-76 and 07-56) were located rostrally (Fig. 7E) and one more caudally in V1 (Fig. 7A,C). The representation of the visual hemifield in V1 has been demonstrated to be similar in all rodents and all mammals examined. The representation of the lower visual quadrant is located rostromedially in V1, the upper quadrant is represented caudolaterally, the horizontal meridian representation bisects the upper and lower quadrants, and the vertical meridian is represented on the lateral edge of V1 (Hubel and Wiesel 1968; Allman and Kaas 1971; e.g., Hall et al. 1971; Montero 1973; Wagor et al. 1980; Vidyasagar et al. 1992; Kahn et al. 2000). Although retinotopic mapping was not done in the prairie vole, we assume a similar representation to that of all other rodents and all other mammals for V1. Using this information, 2 of our injection sites (07-56 and 07-76) are located in the expected location of central vision and one injection site (07-121) is located in the expected location of the representation of peripheral visual field at the horizontal meridian.

All 3 V1 injection cases showed intrinsic connections with V1 (M = 58%; Fig. 6C), although the density of these connections was different between the cases. In case 07-121, in which the injection site is nearer the representation of the peripheral horizontal meridian, 90% of labeled cell bodies were within V1. In contrast, in cases 07-56 and 07-76, in which the injection sites are nearer the expected location of the representation of the vertical meridian near central vision, 35% and 49%, respectively, of labeled cell bodies were within V1. Connections with V2 were observed in all cases, but the amount of labeled cells in this cortical area was relatively low (6%). Moderate connections with MM cortex were observed in cases 07-56 and 07-76 (26% and 24%, respectively). Sparse
connections with MM were observed in case 07-121 (3%). Moderate to sparse connections with S1 were observed in cases 07-56 and 07-76 (10% and 3%, respectively). No connections with S1 were observed in case 07-121. Moderate connections with Pyr were observed in 2 cases 07-56 and 07-76 (15% and 13%, respectively). In all cases, V1 had sparse connections with auditory cortex (Fig. 6C). Thus, the connections of the central visual representation in V1 are more broadly distributed than the connections of the peripheral visual representation.

Callosal Connections of V1
For all cases, the densest callosal connections of V1 were with V1 of the opposite hemisphere (44%; Figs 6D and 7B,D,F). Injection sites at the rostrolateral border of V1 resulted in labeled cells mainly in the rostrolateral portion of V1 in the opposite hemisphere in a roughly homotopic location to that injected. The injection site at the caudal pole of V1 resulted in labeled cells mainly at the caudolateral border of V1 in the expected location of the vertical meridian of the upper visual quadrant (Fig. 7E). Moderate connections were also observed with V2 (15%), and these connections were scattered throughout the field in one case and more restricted in 2 cases (Fig. 7B,D,F). Light to moderate connections were observed with MM in 2 cases (11% and 29%, respectively; Fig. 6D), and sparse connections with MM cortex were observed in case 07-121 (3%). Moderate connections with S1 and Pyr of the opposite hemisphere were observed in case 07-76 (Fig. 7D). Finally, moderate to sparse connections were observed with A1 + AAF (12%) in all cases, but only sparse connections were observed with TA (4%) in 2 cases (Fig. 7B,F). As with ipsilateral cortical connection, interhemispheric connections of the central visual representation of V1 are more broadly distributed.

Architectonic Subdivisions of Thalamus
Subdivisions of the thalamus were delineated using sections stained for Nissl substance and CO (Fig. 8). Several nuclei can clearly be distinguished using these stains. The dorsal and ventral divisions of the lateral geniculate nucleus, LGN (LGD and LGv), stain darkly for CO and are separated by the lightly stained CO and cell sparse intergeniculate leaflet. Further, both LGd and LGv contained small, darkly stained cells in tissue stained for Nissl substance, but there were no discernable layers or subdivisions observed in either of these nuclei (Fig. 8A–F). Dorsal to the LGd, the lateral posterior nucleus (LP) reacted moderately for CO and had a medium cell packing density distinguished with Nissl staining (Fig. 8A–F). The lateral and medial divisions of LP could be distinguished from each other by darker CO reactivity and denser cell packing in the medial division. Medial to the LGd, VP can be seen as a triangular shaped nucleus that is darkly reactive.
for CO and has small, densely packed cells surrounded laterally by the cell sparse, lightly reactive (CO) external medullary lamina (Fig. 8A,H). The medial geniculate complex forms the caudal boundary of VP. The medial geniculate nucleus (MGN) can be divided into the dorsal, ventral, and medial divisions by cell packing density differences as well as differences in CO reactivity. The ventral division (MGv) is the largest, the most darkly reactive for CO, and the most densely packed of the MGN divisions. The dorsal division (MGd) is moderately reactive for CO with medium density cell packing. The medial or magnocellular division (MGM) is lightly reactive for CO with a sparse density of large cells. The optic tract (opt) is a lightly reactive (CO), cell sparse band on the lateral edge of each section, and the cerebral peduncle (cp) is a lightly reactive band on the ventral lateral edge of each section. The substantia nigra (SNR) is darkly reactive for CO with medium to sparse cell packing density distinguished by Nissl staining.

**Thalamic Connections of Auditory Cortex**

In the 5 cases in which injections were placed in A1 + AAF, the majority of thalamic input ($M = 93\%$) was from 2 of the divisions of the MGN (Figs 9–11). Specifically, 63% of cells projecting to A1 + AAF are from MGv (Fig. 11A), and 30% of the cells are from MGd. Interestingly, projections from nuclei associated with other sensory systems were also observed in 4 of the cases in which injections were restricted to A1 + AAF. For example, 3% of the labeled cells in the thalamus were located in LGd in 3 cases (Figs 9–11), 2% of the labeled cells were in LP in cases 07-36 and 08-108, and in case 07-121, 8% of labeled cells in the thalamus were in VP. The labeled cells were equally split between ventral posterior nucleus, medial division (VPM) and ventral posterior nucleus, lateral division (VPL). In this same case, labeled cells were also observed in S1 and S2 of the cortex. In case 07-36, terminal labeling was observed in MGd and MGv (Figs 2C and 9A).
Thalamic connections of TA were mainly with MGd (65%) in both cases, whereas MGv and MGm had a smaller percentage of labeled cells (Figs 11A and 12). In case 07-111, only a few labeled cells were observed in the 3 divisions of the MGN, whereas most of the labeling in these divisions was terminal labeling (Fig. 12A). There was also some terminal labeling in the

Figure 8. Digital images of coronal sections through the prairie vole thalamus that have been reacted for CO (A, C, E, G, I) and stained for Nissl (B, D, F, H, J). This series is from rostral (A, B) through caudal sections (I, J) showing nuclei in the thalamus where labeled cells and terminals were identified. In rostral sections of the thalamus, VP, LGN, LD, LP, and PO can be readily identified in either or both CO and Nissl stains (A, B). At middle thalamic levels, the transition between VP, MGN, and LGN can be seen (C–F). Further caudally, MGd, MGv, MGm, APT, SC, and PAG are distinct in either or both stains (G–J). Sections are 120 μm apart. Scale bar is 1 mm. Dorsal is to the top and lateral to the left. For list of abbreviations, see Table 1.
LGd and VP in this case. The scarcity of labeled cells in this case was surprising because the injection in cortex included all cortical layers. In contrast, in case 07-136 (Fig. 12B), a large number of labeled cells were present in the 3 divisions of MGN with a small percentage of labeled cells in LP (5%) and sparse cell label in LGd and VP (see Figs 11A and 12B). The injection sites in these 2 cases differed in size and location, and this may account for some of the differences observed.

**Thalamic Connections of V1**

In the 2 cases (07-36 and 07-76) in which injection sites were rostral in V1, in the expected location of central vision, the majority of thalamic input (67%) comes from LGd (see Fig. 13 for reconstructions and Fig. 11B for percentages of connections). Moderate to sparse connections with LD (lateral dorsal nucleus; 7%), LP (21%), posterior thalamic group (PO; 14%), VP (13%), and ventral lateral nucleus (VL; 10%) were observed in case 07-76. In case 07-121 in which the injection site was located at the caudal pole of V1, the majority of input was from the LGd (55%) and moderate connections were from LD (18%), PO (1%), VL (4%), and anteroventral nucleus (AV; 13%) were observed in case 07-121.

**Discussion**

**Cortical and Thalamic Connections of Auditory Cortex in Rodents**

In the present investigation, we found that connections of A1 + AAF were most prominent with other regions of A1 + AAF, moderate with TA, and moderate with surrounding MM. The auditory core in the prairie vole corresponds to the architectonically defined area 41 or Te1 and is composed of 2 functional
fields (A1 and AAF/R) as demonstrated in electrophysiological recording studies in mice (e.g., Stiebler et al. 1997), squirrels (e.g., Merzenich et al. 1976; Luethke et al. 1988), rats (e.g., Rutkowski et al. 2003; Polley et al. 2007), and Mongolian gerbils (Thomas et al. 1993; Budinger et al. 2006). All of our injections in the prairie vole were in the caudal or lateral portion of the field in the expected location of A1 rather than AAF. We did not observe any major differences in connections across injection sites in the present study suggesting that all of our injections were limited to a single field, A1. The pattern of connections in the present study is similar to that observed for the auditory core region (A1 + AAF/Te1) in other rodents such as Mongolian gerbils (Thomas and Lopez 2003; Budinger et al. 2006), squirrels (Luethke et al. 1988), and rats (e.g., Shi and Cassell 1997). In these other rodents, the connections of both fields in the auditory core region are fairly restricted to other auditory cortical areas. Interestingly, in the vole, direct connections of A1 + AAF were also observed with the V1 and the S1. Connections of A1 with S1 and visual areas were also reported in recent studies of the Mongolian gerbil (Budinger et al. 2006) but not in other rodents (Fig. 14A). In rats, cortex just dorsal to Te1 contained labeled cells following injections placed in Te1, and this region of cortex was defined as S1 (Shi and Cassell 1997). However, this location does not correspond to the location of S1 in rats as defined using electrophysiological recording techniques (e.g., Chapin and Lin 1984). Recently, connections of A1 with nonsensory areas including orbital, medial prefrontal, and cingulate areas of the cortex were observed in the Mongolian gerbil (Budinger et al. 2008). Connections with these cortical areas were not observed in the prairie vole. The possible significance of these differences in connection patterns between different rodents is discussed below.

Connections of TA in the present investigation were observed with A1 + AAF (mostly in the caudal portion of this field), with cortex caudal to and lateral to TA, and with V2. Electrophysiological recordings in this region demonstrate that neurons respond predominantly to auditory stimulation (Campi et al. 2007). Connections of TA in the squirrel (Luethke et al. 1988) were similar to those observed in the prairie vole but were somewhat more restricted in that no connections were observed with V2. In rats, the region of cortex that appears to correspond in location to TA in squirrels and prairie voles is composed of 2 fields termed the ventral auditory field (VA or VAF; e.g., Donishi et al. 2006; Kimura et al. 2007; Polley et al. 2007) and the suprarhinal auditory area (Polley et al. 2007). Cortical connections of VAF (F) are predominantly with other auditory areas but are also observed with insular cortex and posterior parietal cortex (PPC; Kimura et al. 2007), which corresponds to cortex just dorsal to A1 + AAF and caudal to S1, which we term MM in prairie voles.

Callosal connections of both A1+AAF and TA were restricted to homotopic locations of either A1 + AAF or TA in all but one case. This is different than the patterns of callosal connections of A1 and TA in squirrels and Mongolian gerbils, which are most dense with matched locations in the opposite hemisphere but are also present with other auditory regions of the cortex (Luethke et al. 1988; Thomas and Lopez 2003). This was particularly true for the injection in TA in squirrels in which the injection in TA was relatively large and may have spread beyond the boundaries of the field (Luethke et al. 1988).

The pattern of thalamic connections of A1 + AAF in voles is similar to that seen in other rodents in that the majority of thalamic input to A1 + AAF (Te1) is from MGo, and the major input to TA (VAF) is from MgD in rats (e.g., Roger and Arnault 1989; Winer et al. 1999; Donishi et al. 2006), mice (Caviness and Frost 1980; Winer et al. 1999), squirrels (Wong et al. 2008), and other mammals such as cats (e.g., Morel and Imig 1987) and monkeys (e.g., de la Mothe et al. 2006). Thalamocortical connections of VAF, similar in location to our TA, were with both MgD and MgV (Kimura et al. 2007; Polley et al. 2007).

In the present study, we also observed projections to A1 + AAF and TA from VP, LGo, and LP. However, not all of these nuclei project to A1 + AAF and/or TA in all cases (Figs 10–12). VP is associated with somatosensory processing, and LGd and LP are associated with visual processing. These connections have not been observed in rats or squirrels. However, connections with nonauditory nuclei including LP, LD, and posterior limitans thalamic nucleus associated with visual processing have been observed in the Mongolian gerbil (Budinger et al. 2006). The presence of multisensory inputs to primary auditory areas of the cortex in some rodents but not others raises the question of what generates this diversity in cortical organization and connectivity and what types of behaviors are subserved by a distinct type of processing network.

Cortical and Thalamic Connections of V1 in Rodents

In the present investigation, we found that connections of V1 were most prominent with other regions of V1 (area 17, occipital cortex area 1 or Oc1) and with V2 (area 18, Oc2, lateral visual areas), although the density of these connections in comparison to connections with other regions of cortex was different for presumptive central versus peripheral visual field representations (see Results, Connections of V1). This pattern of connections is similar to that observed in other rodents such as mice (Simmons et al. 1982; Wang and Burkhalter 2007), rats (Miller and Vogt 1984; Malach 1989; Coogan and Burkhalter 1993; Montero 1993), hamsters (Olavarria and Montero 1990), and squirrels (Kaas et al. 1989). Interestingly, in the vole, direct connections of V1 were also observed with the auditory cortex, the primary somatosensory cortex, and the Pyr (Fig. 14B). Connections of V1 with somatosensory and auditory areas of the cortex have not been reported in other rodents; however, connections of V1 have not been investigated in other monogamous rodents. Callosal connections of V1 in all cases tended to cluster around the representation of the vertical meridian as is commonly seen in other rodents (e.g., Thomas and Espinoza 1987; Kaas et al. 1989; Olavarria and Montero 1990; Wang and Burkhalter 2007) and other mammals. However, like ipsilateral connections, connections were more broadly distributed to other areas including A1 + AAF, TA, MM, and, in one case, Pyr. This pattern is not commonly observed in other rodents or other mammals. Thus, not only are connections of auditory cortex more broadly distributed in the prairie vole but connections of other primary areas, such as V1, are broadly distributed as well.

Thalamocortical connections of V1 are similar to those observed in other rodents in that the major thalamic input to V1 is from LGo (Nauta and Bucher 1954; Kaas et al. 1972; Peters...
Figure 11. Histograms depicting the percentage of labeled cells in the dorsal thalamus resulting from injections in the auditory core regions (A) in A1 + AAF (dark gray) and TA (light gray) and in visual cortex (B). For injections in the A1 + AAF and TA, cells were mostly in thalamic nuclei associated with auditory processing. However, labeled neurons were also observed in nuclei of the thalamus associated with somatosensory processing (VP) and visual processing (LGd and LP). (B) Projections to V1 were mostly from thalamic nuclei associated with visual processing, connections with nonvisual nuclei of the thalamus associated with somatosensory processing (VP) and motor processing (VL) were also observed. For list of abbreviations, see Table 1.

Figure 10. Reconstructions of a coronally cut series of sections through the thalamus for case 08-108. In this case, an injection of FR was placed in A1 + AAF (Fig. 4). The resulting locations of labeled cell bodies relative to thalamic nuclei boundaries are shown. Black filled circles represent FR-labeled cells. Most of the labeled cells from the injection were observed within MGv. A small cluster of labeled cells was observed in LGd/LP. Thin lines denote boundaries of thalamic nuclei, determined based on CO reactivity and Nissl stains. Sections are 120 μm apart. Other conventions as in previous figures. For list of abbreviations, see Table 1.
and Feldman 1976; Caviness and Frost 1980; Simmons et al. 1982) and other mammals (Stone and Dreher 1973; Sanderson et al. 1980; Perkel et al. 1986; Kahn et al. 2000; Lyon 2007). In the present study, we also observed projections to V1 from LP, LD, PO, VL, AV, and VP. However, not all of these nuclei project to V1 in all cases (Fig. 13). For example, in case 07-76 in which the injection was in the expected location of the central visual field representation, connections with VL, VP, and PO were observed (Fig. 13A). In contrast in case 07-121, in which the injection was in the expected location of the peripheral visual field representation, connections with VL, VA, AV, and AM (anteromedial nucleus) were observed (Fig. 13B). LD and LP are associated with visual processing, PO and VP are associated with somatosensory processing, and VL is associated with motor processing.

**Connections Reflect Behavioral Specializations**

There are a number of examples of how connections reflect and likely subserve a variety of behaviors in different mammals and different sensory systems. For example, in primates, callosal connections between the hand representation in each hemisphere are conspicuously absent at early levels of processing in areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 but are extremely dense in posterior parietal cortical areas (e.g., Jones and Powell 1969; Killackey et al. 1985; Caminiti and Sbriccoli 1985; Shanks et al. 1985; Padberg et al. 2005; for review, see
Krubitzer and Disbrow 2008). A number of studies using a variety of techniques (Hunter et al. 1976; Myers and Ebner 1976; Manzoni et al. 1984) indicate that these connections are necessary for intermanual transfer of information across hemispheres and coordination between the hands and the eyes. In the visual system, callosal connections of V1 are predominantly with the vertical meridian representation of the opposite hemisphere, and such connections are proposed to establish functional continuity of visual hemifield representations for a unified percept of the visual field and to synchronize neuronal activity across hemispheres (e.g., Carmeli et al. 2007). Further, the connections of the central visual representations in V1 are different than of those of peripheral representations (e.g., Gattass et al. 2005; Ungerleider et al. 2008). For example, the central visual representation in V1 has projections to V4 (dorsomedial visual area), which peripheral representations do not. On the other hand, the peripheral visual representation in V1 has projections to V3A and PO. These connectional differences have been hypothesized to subserve different types of visual information processing such as object versus spatial vision (Gattass et al. 2005).

We observed specializations in cortical and thalamic connections of both V1 and A1 of the prairie vole that form the substrate for the multimodal neuronal responses that we observe in these fields. We postulate that this pattern of connectivity may be related to a constellation of behaviors associated with their unique niche. Interestingly, the

Figure 13. Reconstructions of a coronally cut series of sections through the thalamus for cases 07-76 (A) and 07-121 (B). FR as placed in V1 in case 07-76 and FE was placed in V1 in case 07-121 (Fig. 7). The resulting locations of labeled cell bodies relative to thalamic nuclei boundaries are shown. Black filled circles represent FR or FE-labeled cells resulting from the injection. Most of the labeled cells from the injections were observed within LGd, LP, and LD. A small cluster of labeled cells was observed in VP and PO (A). Labeled cells were also observed in VL and in case 07-121 in AM, AV, and VA. Thin lines denote boundaries of thalamic nuclei, determined based on CO reactivity and Nissl stains. Sections are 120 μm apart. Other conventions as in previous figure.
multimodal connectivity of primary sensory areas that we observe in the present investigation has been observed in one other rodent, the Mongolian gerbil (Budinger et al. 2006). In contrast to most mammals and other rodents in particular, the prairie vole and the Mongolian gerbil are socially monogamous species (Agren 1984; Carter and Getz 1993). Prairie voles and Mongolian gerbils live in small groups, usually consisting of a pair-bonded male and female and 1–2 litters of young. They practice alloparenting in which the adult male and female as well as juveniles from the previous litter care for the young. The social interactions among prairie voles rely in part on early tactile experience, and differences in this early experience have dramatic effects on later social interactions (Bales et al. 2007). Finally, Mongolian gerbils and prairie vole pups have been observed to vocalize at much higher rates than mice and rats when separated from their mothers (Motomura et al. 2002), underscoring the important social role of auditory localization in these groups compared with other groups of rodents. Although Norway rats, house mice, and squirrels are social rodents, they are promiscuous. Males from promiscuous species do not generally live in the same burrow space as females nor do they form lifelong associations or pair bonds, and young are cared for exclusively by females (Poole 1985).

**Figure 14.** (A) Summary of A1 + AAF connections in 4 species rodents. Similar patterns of multisensory connections can be seen in the 2 socially monogamous rodents. These connections are not present in the promiscuous rodents. The AC of each rodent is represented by the elongated middle box. The boxes above are cortical area connections. The boxes below are thalamic nuclei connections. The thickness of the lines represents the relative density of connections. (B) Summary of V1 connections in 4 species of rodents. A pattern of multisensory connections can be seen in the Prairie vole. These connections are not present in the other rodents. V1 of each rodent is represented by the elongated middle box. The boxes above are cortical area connections. The boxes below are thalamic nuclei connections. The thickness of the lines represents the relative amount of connections. The connections of the Mongolian gerbil are from Budinger et al. (2006). The connections of the squirrel are from Kaas et al. (1972), Luethke et al. (1988), Kaas et al. (1990), and Wong et al. (2008). The connections of the rat are from Peters and Feldman (1976), Miller and Vogt (1984), Malach (1989), Shi and Cassell (1997), Winer et al. (1999), Kimura et al. (2003), and Polley et al. (2007). Connections from the mouse are from Caviness and Frost (1980), Simmons et al. (1982), and Wang and Burkhalter (2007). The design of this illustration was inspired by Figure 4 from Budinger et al. (2006). For list of abbreviations, see Table 1.
These behavioral differences in rodents have previously been linked with differences in hormones, gene expression, receptor type and distribution, forebrain connections, and cortical organization (Insel and Shapiro 1992; Carter 1998; Reep and Kirkpatrick 1999; Bales and Carter 2003; Lim et al. 2004; Campi et al. 2007). Therefore, it is reasonable to postulate that the differences in cortical and thalamic connections of auditory and visual cortex in the monogamous rodents versus the promiscuous rodents may be linked to communication that subserves important and unique social interactions. Budinger et al. (2006) propose that the multisensory integration that they observed in the Mongolian gerbil cortex may be important for sound source localization, spatial mnemonic functions, spatial attention and navigation, and even acquisition of conditioned fear response. Admittedly, the cortex may be important for soundsource localization, spatial sensory integration that they observed in the Mongolian gerbil interactions. Budinger et al. (2006) propose that the multi-communication that subserves important and unique social rodents versus the promiscuous rodents may be linked to connections of auditory and visual cortex in the monogamous mouse or Djungarian hamster.

Multisensory Processing Occurs at Multiple Stages of Processing
Integration of information from all sensory systems is necessary for establishing a unified representation of the environment necessary for making accurate decisions and responding appropriately to natural stimuli. However, where in the brain this integration takes place may be dependent on several factors including but not limited to the evolutionary history and derived developmental mechanisms of individual species, the size of the brain, the size of cortex and subcortical structures, the sensory environment, and specific demands that unique environments place on developing and evolving nervous systems. An interesting observation in prairie voles and Mongolian gerbils is that integration occurs in primary cortical sensory areas via corticocortical connections as well as thalamocortical connections. This seems somewhat surprising because multisensory integration in the cortex is generally thought to occur in higher order cortical areas such as in PPC and anterior ectosylvian sulcus (Wallace et al. 1992; Duhamel et al. 1998; Recanzone 2003; Cohen et al. 2005; Greffkes and Fink 2005; Stein and Stanford 2008). However, there are an accumulating number of studies that demonstrate that multisensory processing in primary fields may actually be more pervasive than previously believed. For example, studies in other mammals such as mice (Hunt et al. 2006), tenrecs (Krubitzer et al. 1997), rats (Wallace et al. 2004), and even monkeys (Brosch et al. 2005; Ghazanfar et al. 2005) have demonstrated multimodal responses in primary fields or at least modulation of neural response by different modalities of stimulation.

In terms of cortical connections, studies in cats demonstrate that A1 receives inputs from multisensory thalamic nuclei (e.g., Lee and Winer 2008a) and from multimodal cortical areas (e.g., Lee and Winer 2008b). Although A1 in monkeys appears to be interconnected only with other auditory cortical areas (e.g., Aitkin et al. 1988; de la Mothe et al. 2006; Hackett, Smiley, et al. 2007), it does receive thalamic inputs from multisensory nuclei (e.g., Hackett, de la Mothe, et al. 2007). For visual cortex, multisensory integration has been described between extrastriate cortical fields and the auditory core (e.g., Cappe and Barone 2005). Further, feedback connections to V1 originate in auditory cortex (e.g., Falchier et al. 2002; Clavagnier et al. 2004), but the source of these inputs was not localized to A1 (see Falchier et al. 2002). Feedback projections to V1 have also been demonstrated to be widespread and include projections from occipitotemporal and superior temporal regions, as well as parietal and auditory association areas (Rockland and Van Hoesen 1994; Rockland and Ojima 2003). Although it is clear that multisensory integration occurs much earlier in cortical processing hierarchies than was previously believed, direct connections between primary sensory areas or between second sensory areas and primary cortical areas of a different modality have not been observed in normal adult mammals, as in the present study or in Mongolian gerbils (Budinger et al. 2006). Further, inputs from primary thalamic projection nuclei associated with a particular sensory system (e.g., MG, LG, VP) to primary cortical fields that represent different modalities have not been observed in normal adult mammals.

In addition to the well-documented integration that occurs in the superior colliculus, multisensory integration has also been demonstrated at the level of the thalamus. For example, in rats, the dorsal and medial divisions of the MGN receive auditory input from the IC as well as somatosensory input from the spinal cord, and divisions of MG project directly to ventral auditory areas Te2 and Te3 (Lecoux et al. 1987; Donishi et al. 2006). Furthermore, electrophysiological recording of neurons in the MGm demonstrates multisensory responses to auditory and somatosensory stimuli in rats (Bordi and LeDoux 1994). In cats, auditory and somatosensory integration has been demonstrated in the MGm through connections from the external nucleus of the IC, and multimodal response properties have been observed in MGm, which in turn projects to A1 and AAF (Wepsic 1966; Calford and Atkin 1983; Morel and Imig 1987).

Taken together, data from the present study in prairie voles as well as studies in other mammals indicate that integration of multisensory inputs occurs at early stages of cortical processing, and this early integration may be a general feature of organization shared by all mammals (Ghazanfar and Schroeder 2006). However, the precise pattern of connectivity that generates this integration is different for different mammals and, at the cortical level, appears to be associated with niche and the demands of a particular social environment.
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